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Abstract: Modern science-intensive projects, such as the design and production of chip, are
characterized by a rapid change of technical and technological bases, time constraints in the
development and market launch of the product. In such conditions, there is a need for optimal
planning and work distribution management. The author had previously proposed a
mathematical model aimed at finding the distribution of works by performers, which fit in a
given time and minimizes the total costs of the work of performers. However, a number of
questions arose: "What if it is necessary to involve third-party performers? What if in the
context of globalization, it is more cost-effective to give part of the work to other companies?
How to determine what is more cost effective – to give to third-party companies or to perform
the work on their own?" The answers to these questions will help to give the proposed
mathematical model of the distribution of work, taking into account the possibility of
attracting third-party performers. This problem belongs to the class of NP-complete
algorithms for which there are no exact efficient (non-exhaustive) algorithms. To solve this
problem, the author developed a heuristic algorithm based on splitting works on the fronts.
The information management subsystem of works distribution on performers is developed.
For example, the project design-center microelectronics were carried out testing of the
system.
Keywords: labour management; knowledge-based system; electronic system; design centre
project; heuristic algorithm
JEL Classification: M12, M59, L63

1. Introduction
At the global level, the production of complex (Conforti et al., 2015; Gupta et al., 2010;
Hernandez, 2012; Klein & Hirschheim, 1985; Salles, 2015) is paramount to strengthening the
well-being of any national economics. As an example of the implementation of knowledgebased systems, consider the process of design and production of electronic components. The
design process bears a high price responsibility (Puri & Kung, 2010), 70-80 % of the total cost
of creating an electronic component base (ECB) for each subsequent stage of the product life
cycle, although the design costs themselves are only about 10% of the total cost of ECB
development. Puri & Kung (2010) claim: «Due to ever increasing cost of doing design, design
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productivity and more specifically, cost of design has become a major bottleneck in large scale
design projects».
Thus, an error in the design is an expensive error, this fact aims to obtain a fully functioning
system in the first iteration (Novikova, 2014; Achkasov et al., 2012). The process has the
following features (Lenning et al., 1997):
1. Complex technologies of ECB manufacturing, including film deposition, optical
lithography, etching, etc.
2. Application in the production of semiconductor materials: silicon, metals (Nickel, gold,
copper, aluminum), ceramics (Al2O3, AlN), etc.
3. Reduction of costs per unit of production in the production of a large number of unified
complex functional units.
4. The use of expensive software in the design of ECB (company Cadence Design
Systems, Mentor Graphics, Synopsys, etc.).
5. The need for testing ECB to external factors: mechanical, climatic, sinusoidal
vibration, resource, structural, electrical.
6. Availability of the test center equipped with modern equipment on the basis of the
design center.
7. High cost of silicon factories.
8. The need for high-precision equipment in the production of ECB.
9. The reduction of design rules for electronic components while providing durability and
reliability to the external impact factors.
10. A large amount of time for the production of a prototype (can be up to six months, a
year).
11. The high cost of the prototype leads to the use of simulation tools to reliably predict the
operation of the system at an earlier stage.
The development of complex knowledge-intensive enterprises takes place in the conditions
of significant changes in economic constraints, adjustments to the goals and objectives of
managers. The dynamics of these processes, along with the continuous improvement of the
characteristics of technical systems, design, testing and production technologies that underlie
the development of programs and development projects, necessitates a rethinking of
theoretical and methodological approaches to assessing the technical and economic efficiency
of measures to create and improve high-tech products. In such circumstances, the tasks of
analysis and choice of methods of managerial decision-making become more urgent than
ever.
Suppose you want to implement some project (for example, product development,
production of pilot batch, test and run in a series) within the microelectronics design center
(Achkasov et al., 2012; Fujii, 1997; Novikova, 2014). For its implementation it is necessary to
perform n works distributed by m performers, that is, to solve the problem of work
distriburion (Barbosa & Souza, 2017; Burkov & Burkova, 2014; Chentsov, 2011; Conforti et
al., 2015; Huang et al., 2010; Kamoche, 1996; Lupin et al., 2015, A; Lupin et al., 2015, B;
Maritan & Lee, 2017; Novikov, 2018; Novikova et al., 2013; Novikova & Novikov, 2015;
Tripathy & Eppinger, 2013; Varthanan et al., 2013; Zhang & Wong, 2016). The person
making the decision, in accordance with the provisions of the decision support systems
(Barbosa & Souza, 2017; Borges et al., 2014; Gupta et al., 2010), you need to answer the
questions: "What if you need to attract third-party human resources (Lepak & Snell, 2002;
Shastry, 2012; Brymer et al., 2013; Conti, 2013; Starr et al., 2018)? How to determine what is
more profitable-to give to third-party companies or to do the work yourself?"
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2. Methodology
Research methods are based on the theory of control systems, optimization; apparatus of
computational mathematics; theory of software development; methods of modular, structural
and object-oriented programming; structural and parametric modeling. The main method of
research is mathematical modeling, based on the use of the apparatus of modern management
theory, in particular – system analysis, game theory, the theory of collective choice and the
theory of management of organizational systems.

3. Results
Management of the formation and implementation of design center projects was given
sufficient attention in the work (Novikova, 2014) the algorithm of decision-making in the
formation and implementation of ECB projects was developed (Fig. 1). The development was
based on the approach of control theory "top-down", which was not fully considered the
private responsibility of the individual processes. Consider the problem of distribution of
work between the performers in more detail. The task belongs to the class of NP-complete
problems; its solution does not exist efficient algorithms to determine the optimal decision
different from complete enumeration. To solve this problem, we proposed an approximate
algorithm called the "front-end" bounded search algorithm (Novikova, 2014). This algorithm
is based on the ideology of "greedy" algorithms, that is, algorithms in which the work
included in the solution under construction cannot be excluded from it in the next steps of
construction. For each step of planning a lot of work is formed-the scope of work. On a set of
works from the front of works the strict linear order is set. Under the front is understood a set
of works for which at a given iteration of the algorithm can be calculated intervals of start and
end of the work (in the front of the work includes all the work for which the previous work
has already been distributed to the performers). When constructing the work front, we are
guided by the fact that work i, for which the start and end intervals are not yet defined, falls
into the work front, if all the works from the set K (p) have already been performed.
3.1

Baseline data

K(p) – set of works, immediately preceding the work i; K( р)  I, i I , p I , p  i ;
tijmin и tijmax – minimum and maximum duration of work i by the contractor j;
hi – the starting time, before which work i can't start;
di – the directive time (moments of completion of works).
3.2

Limitations

1) the j-th performer may start work i not earlier than any work prior to work i will be
performed,

min xij  (max
maxy , i I ;
i1)Jst kK ( р) (i1) k

(1)

tijmin  ( yij  xij )  tijmax, i  I , j  Ist ;

(2)

jJst

2) the duration of the works

3) order of works execution
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Figure 1: Block diagram of decision-making on the formation and implementation of projects
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xij  yik , либоxik  yij , i I, j Ist , k Ist ;

(3)

4) fulfillment of the specified initial time

min xij hi , i I H ,

jJ
5) implementation of policy deadlines
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max yij  di , i  I D ,

jJ
6) the number of assignees (each work i is performed by one of R(i):

(5)



(6)

xij , yij T .

(7)

eij  1 ;
jR(i)

Any solution that satisfies (1) to (6) is valid, hence we obtain a distribution of performers
to work.
3.3

Objective function

Let's set an optimization task. Let's translate (5) from constraints to the target function. We
will introduce a penalty for violation of deadlines:

f  i (di  yij )eij .

(8)

iI jJst

We obtain the task of minimization function ( f min) under restrictions (1)-(4), (6), (7).
If the optimal value of the objective function fmin  flim is obtained as a result of the
solution of equation (8), it is not advisable to involve third-party contractors. Otherwise, part
of the work should be given to third-party contractors.
The criterion for the selection of works for third-party contractors is the total cost – S,
which includes:
– the cost of remuneration of regular employees S1;
– the cost of contracts for the performance of individual works on the project, concluded
with third-party contractors S2.
The value of S1 depends on the time of execution of the entire project and is determined by
the salaries of staff members.

S1   dend  сj ,


(9)

j Jst

where
dend – is the total project execution time (the end time of the last work minus
the start time of the first work);

c j – remuneration of the j -th full-time contractor.
The value of S2 is the money that is paid to third parties for the performance of a certain
amount of work:

S2 
where

 zij  cij ,

iIст jJст

(10)

cij – cost of the i -th work performed by the j -th third-party contractor.

Objective function

S   dend  с j  
jJst

 zij  cij  min
iIст jJст

(11)

Restrictions (1)-(7) hold for all ij , such that i  I , zij  0  j  Jст.
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The task of works distribution by performers belongs to the class of NP-complete, for
which there are no exact effective (other than full search) algorithms (Novikov, 2018;
Novikova, 2014).
To solve this problem, we propose a heuristic algorithm based on the division of works by
fronts. The block diagram of the algorithm is shown in fig. 2. Let us explain the determination
of the algorithm. Manufacturing technology of each product is represented by a set of
interrelated actions – works. Each work is performed by exactly one contractor and the
following restrictions: on the sequence of work; on the duration of work; on the
implementation of policy deadlines. The policy period is some time later than which this work
could not be completed. As a rule, the policy deadlines are set for the works that are final for a
particular project, that is, the completion of this work means the completion of the entire
project.
Step 1. Suppose there is a set of works, for each work the intervals of the beginning and the
end of works are set. Suppose there are many interchangeable staff performers, for whom it is
known from the experience of previously implemented projects the time of execution of
individual works on the project.
Step 2. Building the front of F1. Under the front of work, we understand a lot of work for
which at this iteration of the algorithm can be calculated intervals of start and end of work (in
the front of work includes all the work for which the previous work has already been
distributed to the performers). When building the front of work will be guided by the fact that
the work for which the intervals of the beginning and end have not yet been defined, falls into
the front of work, if all the work of the set has already been completed). When you first build
the scope of work F1 it will get the job, without having preceding and following the front of
the work of the previous front.
Step 3. In the work of the front F1 of the produced task assignment. To do this, complete
enumeration (since the amount of work and number of performers for each job is usually
small, an exhaustive search is possible) defined by all possible options for assignment work.
That is, we determine the moments of the beginning and end of the work. Choose a job
assignment for which the end time of the last work from the front of the work will be the
smallest.
Step 4. Build the following scope of work f s. In front of the FS fall all the work that must
be done immediately after the work of the current front. If all works are finished – go to step
8.
Step 5. Determine the order of assignment of works from the front FS. The first in order
should be those works that can be performed by the smallest number of performers.
Step 6. Choose a job from the front of the FS. For each work the previous works are
known, therefore, the moment of the beginning of this work should be not less than the
greatest of the moments of the end of the previous works. For each possible performer of
work, the intervals of his employment at the already assigned works are known. As a
performer of work is selected the performer, which is the least time after finishing the work.
Step 7. If the list of works from the FS front is not exhausted, proceed to the next work and
step 6, otherwise to step 4.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the algorithm of work distribution by performers within the project
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Step 8. Check the value of the target function. If the optimal value of the objective function
is obtained, it is not advisable to involve third-party executors and the algorithm ends at step
12.
Step 9. If the value of the target function exceeds the limit, it is advisable to involve thirdparty performers to reduce the project execution time. However, the person making the
decision, guided by other considerations, may waive outsourcing and the algorithm
terminates.
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Step 10. We determine the works that will be given to third-party performers. The selection
criterion is the total cost of remuneration of regular employees and the cost of contracts for
the performance of individual works on the project concluded with third-party contractors.
Step 11. Proceed to step 1, given the reduction in the number of works performed by staff
performers (new matrix of works).
Step 12. The end of the algorithm.

4. Discussion
The solution of the task of works distribution at the global level by classical methods
(network planning, branches and borders, Gantt) is not possible, since the time of execution of
the work depends on the contractor, the appointment of the contractor for a specific work
occurs only after the optimal distribution of previous works and depends on the time of
execution of previous works, there is also almost always the possibility of execution of works
by other performers. The problem belongs to the class of NP-complete problems, i.e. there are
no effective algorithms for determining the optimal solution other than the full search. To
solve this problem, we propose a "frontal" bounded search algorithm. This algorithm is based
on the ideology of "greedy" algorithms, that is, algorithms in which the work included in the
solution under construction cannot be excluded from it in the next steps of construction. For
each cycle of planning a lot of work is formed – the front of work. On the set of works from
the work front, a strict linear order is given. The front refers to a set of works for which the
start and end time intervals can be calculated at a given iteration of the algorithm (all works
for which the previous works are already distributed among the performers are included in the
front of work). When building the front of work, we should not forget that work i, for which
the start and end intervals are not yet defined, falls into the front of work, if
K(i)  0 K(i)  0 (all work from the set K(i) has already been performed).

5. Conclusion
The solution of the problem of the distribution of works by classical methods (network
planning, branches and boundaries, Gantt) is not possible, since the execution time of the
work depends on the contractor, the appointment of the contractor for a specific work occurs
only after the optimal distribution of previous work and depends on the time of the previous
work, there is also almost always the possibility of performing work by other performers.
The developed mathematical model is aimed at finding the distribution of work by the
performers, which fits in a given time and minimizes the total cost of the performers by
reducing the time of their work. The developed mathematical model provides the decisionmaker with objective information about the timing of the project and the possibility of
reducing them.
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